Hyperacute rejection of mouse lung by human blood: characterization of the model and the role of complement.
The pathophysiology of hyperacute lung rejection (HALR) is not fully understood. A mouse model of HALR by human blood would be valuable to efficiently dissect the molecular mechanisms underlying this complex process, but it has not been described. We developed a xenogenic mouse lung-perfusion model. Perfusion with heparinized autologous blood (n=3) was compared with human blood unmodified (n=7) or pretreated with C1 inhibitor (n=5) or soluble complement receptor type 1 (n=6) at unchanged flow conditions. Perfusion with autologous blood was associated with stable physiologic parameters and no overt evidence of lung injury for up to 2 hr. Pulmonary artery perfusion pressure increased rapidly after introduction of unmodified human blood, plasma anti-Gal(alpha)1,3Gal antibodies declined (90% immunoglobulin [Ig]M, 80% IgG), and lungs reliably met survival endpoints within 11 min (median 10 min, confidence interval [CI]: 9-11). Human Ig and neutrophils were rapidly sequestered in the lung. Survival was significantly prolonged in the soluble complement receptor type 1 group (36 min, CI: 26-46) (P<0.01) and in the C1 inhibitor group (23 min, CI: 21-25) (P<0.05), and pulmonary vascular resistance elevation and complement activation were significantly attenuated but not prevented. Hyperacute rejection of mouse lung by human blood occurs with kinetics, physiology, and histology closely analogous to the pig-to-human model. In addition, as in that model, neither of two potent soluble-phase complement inhibitors prevented complement activation or HALR. We conclude that the mouse lung model is relevant to dissect the cellular and molecular mechanisms governing HALR.